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Earth

Solids (rocks, ice, organic matter)
Liquids (water, oil, magma)
Dense gas (atmosphere)

“no” helium       “no” free hydrogen



Earth

Density:   10     particles/cm     (atmosphere)    
                10     particles/cm     (liquids/solids)
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Universe
Mostly hydrogen + helium

Sun: 27% helium + 2% “metals”

Metal content 0.001 - 10%

Stars (and supernovae) create metals



Conditions for chemistry in space
Often atomic / ionic gas

Molecules in vapour, including free radicals

... or in ice

... or in grains: hundred – million atoms         
                       0.1 micron diameter               
                       (human hair: 10 micron)

No liquids!                                        
(except on planets with dense atmosphere)



Conditions for chemistry in space
Very low densities                                        
(especially of rare molecules)

Very large volumes                                       
(Milky Way galaxy ~ 10     Earth's volume)

Long timescales                                            
(<1 – 10 billion years)

Radiation
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Different chemical reactions



Practicing Astrochemistry
Theory                                            
(complex, incomplete)

Laboratory experiment                    
(extreme conditions)

Cannot obtain real samples                     
(except within our Solar System)

Observe light from space                       
(often not possible to witness change)



Observing molecules in space

Molecules emit energy in the form of light: 
emission line spectrum                                  
(especially microwave & radio wavelengths)

Molecules intercept starlight:                      
absorption line spectrum                              
(especially ultraviolet, visual & infrared)

Earth's atmosphere is not very transparent 
(contains molecules!)



Electronic transitions

Ultraviolet, optical & infrared
               (starlight)



Vibrational transitions

Infrared
(warmth)



Rotational transitions

Microwave & radio                                  
(penetrates atmosphere and dense clouds in space)



Common molecules in space

Most common molecule: H                           
(but extremely hard to detect!)

Other very common molecules: CO, water

Other quite common molecules:             
OH, C , O , SiO, TiO, CO , CN, HCN, CH,     
C H , CH , CS, H S, NH , alcohol...
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Solar 
System



“Planets” with dense atmospheres

Venus (Global Warming!), Mars, Titan



Gas giants

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune
The weather forecast: cold and windy



“Planets” with thin atmospheres

Triton:
nitrogen icecap,
soot from geysers, 
methane ice...



Comets

“Dirty snowball”          
origin of Earth's water?



Meteorites

Murchison 
meteorite



Murchison meteorite: grains

Graphite (C) SiliconCarbide (SiC)



Murchison meteorite: amino acids

Did amino acids on Earth arrive from space?



Chirality

Life on Earth only uses left-handed amino 
acids for making proteins

Amino acids in Murchison are left-handed



Solar System Astrochemistry

Understanding climate change

Understanding atmospheric chemistry

Understanding the origin of Life on Earth

Interpreting pre-Solar information about 
astrochemistry elsewhere in the Universe



Stars



Conditions in cool stars

Stellar interior too hot: plasma physics

Atmosphere (“photosphere”) can be cool 
enough for molecules to form (Sun: CN)

Temperature ~2000 - 4000 K

Density > billion particles/cm

Pressure > 1/billionth bar
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Red giants
Stellar death: star swells up and cools: 
molecules become abundant                        
(if in place of the Sun, it would eat Earth)

Almost all oxygen or carbon locked up in CO

Normally there is more oxygen than carbon: 
oxygen-dominated chemistry                        
(CO + H O, OH, SiO, TiO, VO ...)

Carbon stars have produced lots of carbon: 
carbon-dominated chemistry                        
(CO + C , CN, HCN, C H  ...)2
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Oxygen-rich 
red giants

Carbon star



Cool carbon star atmospheres

Molecule growth: C , CN becomes C H , HCN2 22



Brown dwarves
“failed” stars, will gradually cool and dim

Less massive but much more compact:      
stronger gravity in the photosphere: CH 
despite being oxygen-rich

Rotation and cloud formation induce 
weather patterns

Are giant planets like tiny brown dwarves?
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Stellar Astrochemistry

Atmospheric models for the coolest stars, 
both compact dwarves and extended giants

Non-equilibrium chemistry: convection, 
oscillation, energetic eruptions, weather

What happens when carbon ~ oxygen?      
ZrO, LaO, et cetera



Circumstellar environments



Dusty winds

Temperature 1500 – 50 K

Density ~10 – billion particles/cm

Pressure < 1/billionth bar

Condensation of gas into dust grains

Wind speed ~15 km/s ~30,000 mph

Outflow rate ~1 Earth/year

Timescales ~1 month – 10 thousand years
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Dusty giant

1.2 micron



Dusty giant

2.2 micron



Carbon star:  
   SiC dust 
and C-rich 
molecules

Oxygen-rich: 
Al O ,
Mg SiO   ...4
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Molecular 
wind

   OH maser 
emission

   OH from 
photo-
dissociation 
of water



Proto-planetary discs



Proto-planetary discs

Formed from collapsing cloud:       
dramatic changes in physical conditions

Heated by the young star within                 
and photo-evaporated by nearby hot stars 

Dust shields material within the disc

Planets may form

Timescales ~million years



Circumstellar Astrochemistry
How do simple molecules become dust grains?

If carbon dust forms from large carbon chains, 
what is the oxygen-dominated equivalent?

What chemical reactions take place within the 
proto-planetary discs?                                 
How does that affect the formation of planets, 
planetary atmospheres, and Life?



Interstellar 
Medium



Interstellar Medium
Density ~1 – million particles/cm     Empty!

Timescales 10 thousand – 100 million years 
                                                                   

Hot phase    : > million K                plasma

Warm phase: ~10,000 K        atomic/ionic

Cool phase   : ~100 K                 molecular

Cold phase   : 5 – 30 K               molecular   
          

Mixed phases, interfaces, and always dust
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Diffuse Interstellar Medium

“transparent”, rarefied

Still, dust is present:                                  
condensation causes elemental depletion

Small dust grains,                                       
heat up rapidly when hit by light photon

Interstellar radiation produces radicals

Large carbon-chains can survive:                
Poly-cyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)



PAHs

Buckminsterfullerenylium (C60  ) aka “buckyball”+



Molecular Clouds

Dust provides self-shielding: protects 
cloud interior against ionizing radiation

Energetic “cosmic rays” can penetrate

Many chemical reactions are ion-molecule

Cooling via water vapour emission is vital



Molecular Clouds

Grains grow ice mantles: “freeze-out”

Chemical reaction on grain surfaces: 
physisorption (mobile)            
chemisorption (fixated)                  
increase likelihood for atoms to meet

Clouds have limited lifetime:                    
ice mantles evaporate



Star formation sites



Star formation sites
Hot cores (200 – 300 K): chemically active

Young stars create shocks when they blow 
cocoons away: atypical chemical reactions

Photo-dissociation regions on interface 
between molecular cloud and diffuse 
interstellar medium:                                        
                                     small PAHs break,      
                                     react with gas,           
                                     form hydrocarbons



Interstellar Astrochemistry

Why is there less O  than expected?

How are large molecules formed?

Unidentified Diffuse Interstellar Bands

Which compounds are formed through 
grain surface reactions?

What is the Life of a grain like?

What is the origin of chirality?
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Concluding remarks

Early Universe: no metals

Does this mean simpler chemistry?

But without grains, how do we form H ?2



Concluding remarks

We are finding many exoplanets

How can we assess the chances of Life?

Soon we will be able to study the 
atmospheres of exoplanets

Will we be able to detect and describe 
Life on exoplanets?







Astronomy needs 
chemists!



Further resources

http://www.astrochemistry.org                  
Astrochemistry Laboratory, NASA Ames

http://www.astrochemistry.bham.ac.uk      
Astrophysical Chemistry Group,                  
Royal Society of Chemistry

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/                        
Digital library to search references


